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WHITEPAPER



Thank you! Welcome to the social networking revolution and entertainment online, Welcome to DATOCOIN. The digital revolution has impacted almost everything in the world and DATOCOIN will create a revolution in payment solutions for social networks and online entertainment. Datocoin works under the concept of "marketing multi-connector" a series of decentralized online platforms where you can chat, play, bet on your favorite team, shares a photo of simple, play in online casinos, Exchange criptomonedas in our Exchange, exchange goods and services in our Marketplace, we are also developing the BLOCK-U, an Online University where Blockchain programming, creation of ICO, fundamental analysis and technical, this set will be taught from decentralized platforms called Datosphere and the token official circulation there in shall be the DATOCOIN (Dtcn)



History Networks social are Internet places formed by communities of people who share interests or activities, as there may be a relationship, a job, hobbies, and that allow the exchange of information. In the first part of the 2000s, they began to appear many websites dedicated to offering the possibility of communication in what was called the social networks, which at that time were known as circles of friends. It was with the boom of social networks that Internet began to be a crowded tool which is really useful but also dangerous. In 2003, some turned out to be of the most popular places that managed to grow exponentially with the use of the service, such as MySpace, Friendster, Tribe, and Xing. The final version of Twitter was launched in July 2006. Between the years 2007 and 2008 Facebook began in Spanish, extending to the countries of Latin America and Spain, Google + was released in June 2011.



We plan to launch the first decentralized social network in which your you will receive rewards for clicks on ADs, videos, fill out surveys, this launch is planned for mid-2018, we will not create habits; We will simply make people change their brand and the loyalty to the Datosphere reward you in Datocoin.



ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN Blockchain is a shared database that functions as a book for the registration of operations of purchase and sale or any other agreement. It is the technological basis of the functioning of the bitcoin, for example. It consists of a set of notes that are in a database shared online in which transactions, amounts are stated through codes, dates and participants. The use of cryptographic keys and distributed by many computers, you (present) has advantages in security against tampering and fraud. A change in one of the copies would not serve anything, but we need to make the change on all copies because the base is open and public.



What is DATOCOIN? DATOCOIN are ERC20 the Blockchain from ETHEREUM tokens. For the purchase of Datocoin, you must have an account on Myetherwallet, Imtoken or Metamask. Contract Address: 0x89b9785fa731bad44618b72878230ccc23057fff Token Symbol: Dtcn Decimals: 0



When and where can I change my DATOCOIN? Our DATOCOIN will be able to operate in Exchange 0 x, Etherdelta, allcoins, maximum 2 weeks after finishing our process of ICO.



How long does it take to get tokens to my wallet after paying? The process delay between 4 h to 24 h since we manually verify each transaction and each purchase to avoid errors.



How can I contribute and buy tokens? You can participate in the presale or tokens. For this you need to have ETH (Ethereum) or BTC. You transfer to us Ethereum or BTC and we send you DTCN ERC20-compatible tokens.



¿Can who not participate of this sale of tokens? DATOCOIN does not support your investment if you are an investor, citizen, resident (legal or illegal) or have nationality of any of these countries: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Bangladesh, Belarus, Burma, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Central Africa, Colombia, North Korea, South Korea, Côte d'Ivoire, Croatia, Cuba, Ecuador, Guyana, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Macedonia, Papua New Guinea, São Tomé and Príncipe, Somalia, Sudan in the South, Sudan, Syria, Tanzania, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Uganda, Viet Nam, Yemen, Zimbabwe. The sale of TOKENS is not intended for people who are citizens of, or resident or domiciled in the United States of America, and/or entities incorporated, established or registered in or under the laws of the United States of America.



The information provided in this document does not constitute an offer, application or sale of Tokens in any jurisdiction in which such an offer, request or sale is illegal. Some restrictions may apply on the purchase of Tokens. Consult with your legal advisor. Certain statements and estimates contained in this document constitute forwardlooking information or statements. These projections involve risks and uncertainties known and unknown which may cause actual results or events to differ materially from results implied or expressed in such projections or estimates.



Will I receive any reward for spreading?



If the system send you an affiliate code as soon you have paid, with this code you can join people and you will receive 15% of the purchase of tokens that I make your affiliate.



TERMS OF SALE OF TOKEN:



-Supply Max: 80.000.000 DATOCOIN -ICO Tokens: 60,000,000 DATOCOIN -Tokens for Marketing: 8,000,000 DATOCOIN -Corporate Tokens: 12,000,000 DATOCOIN -For every 1 ETH, you will get 5000 DATOCOIN. -You will receive the bonus promotions extras of 40%, 30%, 20%, 20% throughout the ICO phase, can check the calendar on the official website DATOCOIN.BIZ -Receive 10% Extra for purchases above 10 ETH -Receive 15% of the purchase tokens that your direct affiliate carried out with its code of affiliate. -You can participate with criptocoins: BTC, ETH. At this stage ICO there is a contest in which we'll pay in USD to persons more join Token buyers to the site. First place: 1400USD Second place: 1000Usd Third place: 500 USD This money surrendered the day January 15, 2018 once finalized the sale of tokens



MEDIUM-TERM PROJECTION We all know that millions of people use social networks every day, playing online casinos, share photos, chat, not to create a habit. We are going to change the brand, this brand change will give us a reward in DATOCOIN, making actions as simple as chat, these actions in turn will allow DATOCOIN to have demand and therefore its price will increase, we have a global market of 3.4 billion of people and only issued 80,000,000 DATOCOIN



All participants of ICO will benefit from the future success of the implementation of DATOCOIN in a structure platform with a business model decentralized and tested, and by which to increase your investment initial.
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